mediven® plus

The opaque stocking for moderate to severe venous disease.

"I could not fit my clients without the wide range of sizes and lengths that mediven® has to offer! Thank you all at medi for the wonderful customer service you give to me and my clients!"

ROXANNE FOSS, CMFM
Tillges O&P
Maplewood, MN

Opaque coverage.
A discreet, opaque weave with a fashionable look helps conceal visible signs and symptoms of vein disease.

Softer feel, stronger material.
Advanced knitting technology provides softness that never compromises durability.

Comfort.
Patented Clima-Comfort® releases moisture for soothing temperature control whatever the season. Innovative ClimaFresh provides odor protection and prevents bacteria and germ growth within the fabric.

What all of this means to you.
mediven® plus is the ideal solution for moderate to severe vein disease due to its static and dynamic stiffness properties and its superior edema containment. Discreet coverage and superior softness make it a comfortable choice for everyday therapy.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM-MADE. SEE PAGE 20.

Features

NOTE: Please refer to our authorized dealer price list for more detailed ordering information.
* Mean compression for an average size ankle.